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Families in Global Transition Extends Early Bird Registration for 20th Annual Conference  
	
Early bird registration has been extended for Families in Global Transition (FIGT)’s annual conference, which 
will celebrate twenty years of growth in understanding and positively impacting the lives of the globally mobile 
community. The conference will be held March 8-10, 2018 at the World Trade Center in The Hague, the 
Netherlands, and will feature prominent speakers from the community who will share their experience and 
expertise on the conference theme of “Diverse voices celebrating the past, present and future of globally mobile 
lives.”  
	
The three-day event and anniversary celebration will be packed with keynotes, round-table discussions and 
forums led by experts and researchers in the globally mobile field including headliners Robin Pascoe, Sir Mark 
Moody-Stuart and Sean Ghazi. These sessions will analyze the past twenty years of our understanding of 
globally mobile lives and continue to build bridges in our mission to encourage tolerance and embrace diversity. 
	
We invite globally mobile individuals and families, those who sponsor and support them, as well as dedicated 
researchers to join us in sharing perspectives on challenges and solutions related to a globally mobile lifestyle. 
Register today and take advantage of early bird pricing until January 15, by visiting FIGT’s website at 
www.FIGT.org. 
	
FIGT provides members with information and resources, ranging from webinars, updates on issues relating to 
the globally mobile, and the opportunity to develop and connect with networks of like-minded people. FIGT 
also shares research on themes critical to globally mobile families such as identity and belonging. The 
volunteer-run, not-for-profit also fosters and promotes cross-sector connections for sharing research and 
developing best practices that support the growth, success and well-being of people crossing cultures around the 
world. To learn more about FIGT and to register for the Annual Conference, please visit www.FIGT.org. 
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